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	Name: Lt. Aileen C. Rabb
	Duty Station: Phoenix Base
	Level: 1
	Affiliation: Tau'ri/United States Navy
	RaceSpecies: Human/Tau'ri
	OriginBackground: Mountainous/Tau'ri Military
	Name_2: Lt. Aileen C. Rabb
	Duty Station_2: Phoenix Base
	Class_2: Engineer
	Level_2: 1
	RaceSpecies_2: Human/Tau'ri
	Name_3: Lt. Aileen C. Rabb
	Duty Station_3: Phoenix Base
	Class_3: Engineer
	Level_3: 1
	RaceSpecies_3: Human/Tau'ri
	Name_4: Lt. Aileen C. Rabb
	Duty Station_4: Phoenix Base
	Class_4: Engineer
	Level_4: 1
	RaceSpecies_4: Human/Tau'ri
	MP Earned: 0
	MP Spent: 0
	Strength_Mod: 1
	Dexterity_Mod: 1
	Class: [engineer]
	Constitution_Mod: 1
	Intelligence_Mod: 2
	Charisma: 12
	Wisdom_Mod: 1
	Charisma_Mod: 1
	Strength: 13
	Dexterity: 13
	Constitution: 12
	Intelligence: 15
	Wisdom: 13
	ConstitutionSave: 1
	IntelligenceSave: 4
	WisdomSave: 1
	DexteritySave: 3
	CharismaSave: 1
	StrengthSave: 1
	CharismaSave_Prof: Off
	WisdomSave_Prof: Off
	IntelligenceSave_Prof: 1
	ConstitutionSave_Prof: Off
	DexteritySave_Prof: 1
	StrengthSave_Prof: Off
	SavingThrowModifiers: Dex & Int
	Survival_Prof: [1.0]
	Stealth_Prof: [0.0]
	SleightOfHand_Prof: [0.0]
	Science_Prof: [0.0]
	Pilot_Prof: [1.0]
	Persuasion_Prof: [0.0]
	Performance_Prof: [0.0]
	Perception_Prof: [1.0]
	Nature_Prof: [0.0]
	Medicine_Prof: [0.0]
	Investigation_Prof: [0.0]
	Intimidation_Prof: [0.0]
	Insight_Prof: [0.0]
	Engineering_Prof: [1.0]
	Deception_Prof: [0.0]
	Culture_Prof: [0.0]
	Athletics_Prof: [1.0]
	AnimalHandling_Prof: [0.0]
	Acrobatics_Prof: [0.0]
	Survival_Ability: [wis]
	Stealth_Ability: [dex]
	SleightOfHand_Ability: [dex]
	Science_Ability: [int]
	Pilot_Ability: [dex]
	Persuasion_Ability: [cha]
	Performance_Ability: [cha]
	Perception_Ability: [wis]
	Nature_Ability: [int]
	Medicine_Ability: [wis]
	Investigation_Ability: [int]
	Intimidation_Ability: [cha]
	Insight_Ability: [wis]
	Engineering_Ability: [int]
	Deception_Ability: [cha]
	Culture_Ability: [wis]
	Athletics_Ability: [str]
	AnimalHandling_Ability: [wis]
	Acrobatics_Ability: [dex]
	Survival: 3
	Stealth: 1
	SleightOfHand: 1
	Science: 2
	Pilot: 3
	Persuasion: 1
	Performance: 1
	Perception: 3
	Nature: 2
	Medicine: 1
	Investigation: 2
	Intimidation: 1
	Insight: 1
	Engineering: 4
	Deception: 1
	Culture: 1
	Athletics: 3
	AnimalHandling: 1
	Acrobatics: 1
	Inspiration: Off
	Armor Class: 10
	Initiative: 1
	Moxie: 2
	PassiveInvestigation: 12
	PassiveInsight: 11
	PassivePerception: 13
	Prof_Bonus: 2
	Actions: 
	0: 
	1: 

	DeathSave_Success: 
	1: Off
	2: Off
	0: Off

	DeathSave_Failure: 
	0: Off
	1: Off
	2: Off

	TempHP: 
	CurrentHP: 
	MaxHP: 18
	HitDice: d8
	Exhaustion: 
	CurrentDetermination: 
	MaxDetermination: 2
	AttackName: 
	0: Martial Arts
	1: Combat Knife
	2: Beretta M9
	3: FN P90
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackSpecial: 
	0: Bludgeoning
	1: Finesse - Piercing
	2: Pistol - Capacity 15
	3: Capacity 30
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackHit: 
	0: +2
	1: +2
	2: +2
	3: +2
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackDamage: 
	0: 1d6+2
	1: 1d4+2
	2: 1d8+2
	3: 2d6+2
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackRange: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 50/100
	3: 200/1800
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackReload: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 1
	3: 1
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	FeaturesTraits: 
	0: Recovery: When you recover HP due to a short rest, you regain an additional +TD HP
 
Galactic Seeds: Humans are so common in the galaxy, they gain advantage on all Persuasion and Deception Checks made during first contact with a group not having yet met visitors from a another world.
 
 
	2: JURY RIG
You are an expert at field repairs, even when you have to get creative. When you use an engineering kit to repair a machine you heal 2d8 points of damage instead of 2d6. In addition, you may repair an adjacent machine as an action rather than only during a short rest.
 
MODIFICATIONS
You don't just fix and maintain your equipment – you’ve also made some special modifications that enhance the effectiveness of you and your team’s gear. Choose one modification feat (see page 99) at 1st level and another modification feat at 3rd and 5th level.
 
Sidearm Calibrations - MP Cost 5 - Requirement - Jury Rig: During long rest you may choose 1 character's sidearm provide +1d4 to attack against target at short range.
	1: Biome Origin: Mountainous: Strength +1, Vertical Drop: Reduce the distance you fall by half for the purposes of calculating the damage suffered from falling. 
 
Racial Origin: Tau'ri Military: Basic Training: Proficient in Martial Arts.
	4: 
	5: 

	CharacterImage: 
	Senses: 
	CharacterAppearance: Hair: Red
Eyes: Green

	Flaws: 
	Ideals: 
	Personality: 
	AlliesOrganizations: United States Navy
Stargate Command

	Backstory: Military family
	AdditionalNotes: 
	0: Finesse weapons are light and deadly enough to be used for precision strikes. You may use your Dexterity modifier in place of your Strength modifier to hit and damage with the
weapon.
 
Pistol: Firing this weapon does not suffer disadvantage when an enemy is within 1m.
 
MARTIAL ARTS
A character proficient in any of the myriad types of Martial Arts has access to the Martial Arts attack in place of their normal Unarmed Strike. Martial Arts may be chosen by feats that improve attacks (such as Attack Specialist) as if it were a weapon proficiency.
 
Beretta M9
The staple side-arm of the Tau’ri military is the Beretta M9. It can be upgraded, but is typically issued as a stock sidearm. 
 
FN P90
The standard issue longarm of the Phoenix Site is the FN P90, which is a Longarm with the automatic, burst, extended capacity, and reflex sight upgrades. 
 
Tactical Vest: A heavier version of the bullet resistant vest, the tactical vest cannot be concealed but offers additional protection. It also has additional pockets, bandoleer straps, and quick release clips for carrying additional equipment.
 
Tactical Helmet: A combat helmet issued to most soldiers with night vision modification as well as attachment points for additional lighting or other tools. 
 
Kevlar: This Armor is reinforced with Kevlar or other materials that disperse the impact of projectiles. Against any weapon that fire bullets or other high speed projectiles (like arrows or sling bullets) the armor improves its effective Tech Level by +1.
 
Night Vision: The armor's helmet has additional visual enhancement available, granting the wearer the ability to see in low-light and complete darkness. This vision is Monochromatic (typically green), lacking the ability to discern colors and some other fine detail.
 
 
	1: 

	WeaponAmmo: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	WeaponInfo: 
	0: Martial Arts
	1: Combat Knife
	2: Sidearm (Beretta M9)
	3: Longarm 

	Armor: Tactical Vest - 16+dex AC 
	HelmetShield: Tactical Helmet +1 AC - Night Vision
	BaseKit: Tactical Vest & 3 Uniforms, MREs (mission duration), Combat Knife (Shortblade, Tech Level 2), Personal Tactical Radio, Flashlight, Water Purifier, Filtration/Radiation Mask, Multi-tool, Personal Medical Kit, Extended Climate Protection Clothing, Combat Tent, Sidearm (Beretta M9) w/2 magazines, Longarm (FN P90 or Mossberg 500) w/2 magazines
 
	FeaturesTraits3: 
	AdditionalEquipment: 
	0: Engineering Kit: This small hardened case contains a series of repair and maintenance tools carefully stored for ease of access. It contains a long list of tools and parts, including (but not limited to); an electric drill/ driver with dozens of attachments and screws, portable welding torch, steel sheets, and powerful adhesives. A character can use this kit to repair 1d6 damage to a mechanical device (such as a drone). A proficient character repairs 2d6 damage.
	1: 
	2: 

	ExtraReloads: 
	PushDragLift: 
	EncumberedWeight: 
	BulkCarried: 
	ProficienciesLanguages: English
Armor: Light
Weapons: common, sidearm, longarm
Tools: engineering kit, explosives, fabrication kit.
Skills: engineering, pilot, perception

	Speed: 6m
	Defenses: 


